Measurements of differential cross sections for quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering e + d -e + p + n have been made in which recoil protons were detected in coincidence with the scattered electrons. The ratios of the elastic electron-neutron to the electron-proton scattering cross sections are derived from the proton coincidence data. For comparison, these ratios are also determined from the scattered-electron momentum spectra using the peak and area methods. The theory developed by Renard, Tran Thanh Van, and LeBellac, which includes corrections for the final-state interactions, is found to explain the proton coincidence results. The present measurements, made at an electron scattering angle of 90" for four-momentum transfers of q = 7, 10, 15, and 29 F-', and at 80 "or q = 45 F 2 , are combined with previous results to obtain the electromagnetic form factors of the neutron.
I. INTRODUCTION
used by Budnitz et a1.l to large electron-scattering angles.
The quasielastic electron-deuteron process e + d
In the proton coincidence method, protons which -e +n+p has been investigated. The aim of the recoil in the direction of momentum transfer a r e measurements presented here i s to provide infordetected in coincidence with scattered electrons. mation about the electric and magnetic form facQuasielastically scattered electrons which possess tors of the neutron, G,, and G,,. The present protons in coincidence, "ep events," a r i s e mainly experiment extends the proton coincidence method from the interaction of the electron with the proton
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i n the deuteron nucleus. Those which have no proton coincidence, "ep events," a r i s e mainly from the electron-neutron interaction. Thus it is possible to relate the experimental ratio e$/ep to the ratio of the elastic e-n to the elastic e-p scattering c r o s s sections o,/u, (cr stands for the differential c r o s s section du/d~2). The theoretical c o r r e ctions needed to obtain o,/u, f r o m the proton coincidence data a r e discussed i n Sec. 11. The effects of the final-state interactions (FSI) between the outgoing neutron and proton on the interpretation of the data a r e found to be significant. A brief review of the various types of measurements which have been made to determine the neutron f o r m factors is given by Budnitz el al. ' The proton coincidence method offers many experimental advantages over other techniques. These a r e : increased statistical precision f o r the s a m e number of electrons detected, few and relatively small experimental corrections. and complete insensitivity to the calibration of the electron spectrometer, a s well a s other systematic uncertainties. Although the emphasis i n the present experiment i s on the proton coincidence method, the data a r e also analyzed by two additional techniques which do not use the proton coincidence: the a r e a method and the peak method. The a r e a method compares the integrated quasielastic electron momentum spectrum to the hydrogen c r o s s section up. The peak method compares the double-differential c r o s s section d 20-/dQ dE' a t the peak of the quasielastic spectrum to up. The momentum spectrum of electrons possessing proton coincidences may also be analyzed using these methods to provide a test of the theory used to interpret the data.
In conjunction with the present experiment, elastic electron-proton scattering c r o s s sections were measured using a liquid hydrogen target.
The e -p results have already been reported by P r i c e e l a1. ' The hydrogen data s e r v e to calibrate the apparatus for the deuterium measurements. By reporting the results of the a r e a and peak methods in t e r m s of ratios to the e -p measurements, many systematic uncertainties common to both the D, and H, measurements a r e eliminated.
The kinematic parameters associated with each datum point a r e given in Table I .
The deuteron theory used to interpret the data is discussed in Sec. 11. Section I11 describes the apparatus. The analysis of the data is covered i n Sec. IV and the experimental results a r e p r esented i n Sec. V. The neutron f o r m factors obtained f r o m the combination of previous quasielastic e-d measurements with the present results a r e given in Sec. VI.
The notation used in the present work is the s a m e a s used by Budnitz el a1.l with the exception that E',,,, always r e f e r s h e r e to the elastically scattered electron momentum f r o m protons. F u rt h e r details concerning the present experiment may be found i n Ref. 3. 
DEUTERON THEORY
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the spectral functions and the nonrelativistic deuteron wave functions found by Blankenbecler and Cook, ' McGee i s able to write the c r o s s section in t e r m s of these wave functions. The relativistic corrections a r e calculated only to order q ' /~,~. However, they remain very small throughout our range of q2. The formulas used here to evaluate ~c~e e ' s theory a r e the same a s those stated explicitly by Budnitz. ' The importance of using k,, the laboratory momentum of the neutron (or proton), instead of Ifi* -; ; * I in evaluating the c r o s s sections should be reemphasized. The modified Hulth&n model of the deuteron wave functions i s used here, too, since i t allows some of the necessary integrals to be done analytically (see Appendix A). However, the parameters used in this model have been altered slightly to take into account a new and somewhat different value for the triplet effective range.g The value of p(-c, -6) used here 1.774*0.007 F instead of Budnitz' s value of 1.742 F . The parameters for the modified Hulthsn model obtained by using this new value and the values Q = 0.282 F2 and P, = 5% (the same a s those used by Budnitz) are: N2=0.7867 F-I, a=0.2317 F-', p =1.642 F- ', sinc=0 .0276, and p1=3.242.
The results obtained with this model differ only slightly from those obtained with Budnitz' s 5% Dstate model. The use of these new parameters increases the theoretical value of dzu/dSZ dE' a t the quasielastic peak by 0.6% and the a r e a above E t =0.80 Ekeak by 1.0% a t 8=903. The fraction of protons accepted by the proton counters i s changed by l e s s than 0.1% in the region of the quasielastic peak.
A convenient means of comparing the peak c r o s s sections obtained by different authors i s offered by an approximation found by ~u r a n d .~ At the quasielastic peak, defined a s p* = hq* (or E' = [(E -E)/E] Ekeak), the S-state contribution to the c r o s s section may be approximated above q 2 = 7 F -2 by using the notation of Budnitz et al., ' ( ) = [ a Z C O S~(~~) ] / [~E~ sin4(j8)] ,
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and A and B a r e the same coefficients a s those appearing in the Rosenbluth cross sectionlo for elastic e -p scattering: A = l(1 + 7) and B= r / ( l + 7 )
+ 27 tan2($@, where T = q2/4 M '. The constant C is mainly dependent upon the deuteron model used in the calculation. For the model used in the p r e sent work, C = 0.014 85 MeV-I (S state only). It i s found that the net contribution to the peak c r o s s section from other terms (predominantly from the D-state terms) varies between 0.8% at y 2 = 7 F m 2 and 1.3% at the high-q2 points. These results a r e in agreement with those obtained by Braess and Kramer." Their value of C (including only the S-state term) i s 0.01472 MeV-' for their best potential (No. 8), which i s only 0.9% l e s s than the value quoted above. This difference i s attributable to their lower value of N 2 and larger P, (5.6%). They calculate an additional contribution of about 1.1% from other t e r m s (not including final state interactions). It should be noted that ~u r a n d ' s peak c r o s s section [~q .
(84), Ref. 71 i s about 2% lower than ours, mostly due to the somewhat smaller triplet effective range assumed by him.
B. Final-State -Interaction Corrections
The above discussion pertains to McGee's deuteron theory without the inclusion of the effects of final-state interactions (FSI). McGee has developed a formulism for including FSI effects." His formulism i s difficult to implement, however. and has not been attempted in the present analysis. That FSI effects might be important in the interpretation of proton coincidence data has already been indicated in the experimental work of Budnitz et al. ' In a simple model where the effect of FSI is to rescatter the recoil proton from the spectator neutron, the fraction of proton coincidences i s reduced by about an,/4n (Y-'), where on, i s the total a-p c r o s s section and (V2) i s the mean inversesquare separation between the nucleons in the deuteron. This order of magnitude estimate places the size of FSI effects on the proton coincidence results integrated over the entire quasielastic spectrum at about 10%. The effect i s expected to be smaller at the quasielastic peak, since i t i shere that the nucleons in the initial state a r e nearly stationary and hence, from the uncertainty principle, a r e furthest apart.
Fortunately the theory of Renard, Tran Thanh Van, and ~e~e l l a c~ treats the effects of FSI on the triple-differential c r o s s section and was available in the form of a computer program. Their theory i s based on a completely covariant Mandelstam representation. Unfortunately their theory i s not very transparent since it i s presented in t e r m s of projections onto 18 Lorentz-invariant forms. The Born term, which does not include FSI, takes into account the deuteron, proton, and neutron pole terms. The requirement of gauge invariance leads K . M . MANSON e t a l .
to the partial inclusion of meson-exchange terms. The FSI corrections a r e obtained by applying dispersion relations to the multipole amplitudes up to a total angular momentum of J = 3 (53 multipole amplitudes). The dispersion relations a r e evaluated by the Ornnes method under the restriction of elastic unitarity and ignoring coupling between states of different L. Since inelastic states have been excluded from the unitarity condition, this method is valid only up to about q 2 = 17 F-2. Also, the n-p phase shifts used in the program limit i t s validity to q2 below 17 F-2.
A comparison between the triple-differential c r o s s sections predicted by McGee's theory and that of Renard et al. at q 2 = 10 F-2 i s shown in Fig.  1 . o* i s the angle between the outgoing proton direction and in the center-of-mass of the final nucleons. The effect of FSI i s to reduce the forward and backward peaks, corresponding to the major proton and neutron terms, respectively, and to fill in the valley between them. This may be seen qualitatively a s a scattering-out effect. In the present experiment the electron-proton coincidence events, ep's, measure the integral of the c r o s s section over dil: from w*=Oo to 43.4" (for the kinematic conditibns represented in Fig.  I ) , whereas all electron events, e ' s , measure the entire integral from 0" to 180". Thus FSI decrease the fraction of electron events which have a proton in coincidence fp =(ep)/e. At q 2 = 10 F-' the theoretical correction factor for the proton coincidence data, i s given by the McGee theory a s 1.0054. The theory of Renard et al. predicts R = 1.0199 without FSI and R = 1.0259 when FSI a r e included. The meson-exchange terms have been excluded in this calculation for reasons stated below. Their inclusion would reduce the value of R by about 0.7% for the above case.
Several difficulties a r i s e when one tries to r elate the results of Renard et al. to those obtained by other authors. Their meson exchange term has a substantial effect on the cross section, in contrast to what has been stated by other aut h o r~.~'~'~~ This t e r m increases the peak cross section by about 4% at q 2 = 10 F-' and becomes dramatically larger a s q2 i s decreased. Since only a portion of the meson-exchange diagrams a r e included, this part of the calculation of Renard et al. i s somewhat dubious. The mesonexchange term has been excluded altogether from the calculation in the present analysis. Another unexpectedly large t e r m i s the deuteron pole term. Its effect i s to decrease the peak c r o s s section by about 1% a t q 2 = 10 F-2. Hughes et aZ.l3 estimated this term to contribute l e s s than 0.1% above q 2 = 7.5 F-'. The deuteron-pole term has not been dropped from the present calculations.
The normalization of the Renard et al. theory i s not understood. When the meson-exchange, deuteron-pole, and FSI contributions a r e omitted, their results a r e supposed to correspond to those of the usual nonrelativistic theory. Yet, i t i s found that the peak cross sections given by their theory without these t e r m s a r e a constant 3% larger than our calculations of McGee's cross sections over a large range of q2 and 8. When the difference in deuteron wave functions assumed in the two calculations i s taken into account, this difference i s increased by about 1.3O/0, leaving a total unresolved discrepancy of more than 4%.
Because of the above stated problems in the theory of Renard et al., we a r e prompted to use our calculation of the McGee theory -which i s more transparent -to interpret our single-arm data in the peak and a r e a method analysis. A
separate correction for FSI must therefore be made. At about q Z = 10 F-', O = 90°, the FSI corrections to the peak cross section given by various authors are: ~u r a n d , ' - 
APPARATUS
The layout of the apparatus is depicted schematically in Fig. 2 . An electron beam, extracted from the Cambridge Electron Accelerator, was directed at a 3.3 cm-long liquid deuterium (or hydrogen) target. Scattered electrons were detected by a scintillation counter telescope. The unscattered electron beam was monitored simultaneously by a secondary emission monitor (SEM) and a Faraday cup.
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The electron spectrometer consisted of a simple quadrupole magnet which focussed electrons onto a set of momentum defining counters C1-C16. The configuration of these countersZ divided the momentum acceptance of the spectrometer ( h p / p = 25%) into 13 momentum bins, each about 2% wide. The FWHM (full width a t half maximum) momentum resolution varied between 2.3% and 3.6%, excluding the effect of the finite bin size. The angular acceptance of the spectrometer was defined'in two places. A set of tungsten jaws in front of the quadrupole determined the vertical acceptance and a pair of scintillation counters mounted on the rear edge of a lead aperture placed behind the quadrupole determined the horizontal acceptance. The solid angle of the spectrometer was about 8.3 m s r at the center of the momentum bite and varied slightly with momentum. Electrons were identified by means of their characteristic responses in a gas Cherenkov counter and shower counter. The gas Cherenkov counter was filled with Freon (2318 at a pressure of 20 in. Hg. absolute. The shower counter was a lead-Lucite sandwich with 9 lead sheets, each 0.5 radiation lengths thick. Following the shower counter, there were an additional 17.5 radiation lengths of lead behind which were placed a pair of scintillation counters. These counters were useful in identifying charged pions.
The proton counter telescope consisted of three large scintillation counters which subtended up to 450 m s r . These counters were shielded from low-energy background by a weak magnetic field produced by a sweeping magnet. The phototube bases and coincidence electronics used for these telescope counters were chosen to provide stable operation a t high instantaneous rates, typically 20 An on-line PDP-1 computer was used to record each event on magnetic tape. The computer was triggered when the momentum-defining counters indicated that a charged particle crossed the momentum focal plane of the electron spectrometer simultaneously with the presence of a pulse in either the Cherenkov counter o r the shower counter. The information recorded by the computer included the status of all counter discriminators and the pulse heights measured in various important counters, e.g., in the Cherenkov and shower counters.
Further details regarding the apparatus may be found in Refs. 2 and 3. The apparatus used in the present experiment is similar in construction to that described in more detail in Ref.
15. Thus, many of the comments made there apply equally well to this experiment.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
The procedure used to analyze the data presented here is similar to that used in Ref. 1. Those events which represent detected electrons must be identified and the electron's momentum determined. Various backgrounds a r e subtracted from the data to isolate the quasielastic e-d process. The cross sections obtained after applying appropriate correction factors to the accepted events a r e then compared with theoretical predictions. Throughout the analysis procedure, those events associated with an electron-proton coincidence, ep's, a r e handled separately so that after all corrections a r e made to the data, the fraction of electrons which have a proton in coincidence, f,, can be determined.
At each value of q 2 , data runs were taken using, alternately, hydrogen and deuterium targets. Normally, H, runs were taken both before and after the D, runs. The elastic e-p process observed in the H, runs provided a valuable calibration of the response of the apparatus. Auxiliary runs were usually taken on D, with the spectrome t e r momentum bite centered 15% above and below the quasielastic momentum peak. Runs were also taken with the target empty in order to allow subtraction of the contribution to the data from the target end-walls. In addition, various other types of background runs were taken which will be discussed below.
A. Electron Identification
Electrons a r e identified a s those events which meet the following requirements: (a) large pulse heights in both the Cherenkov and shower count e r s , (b) acceptable pattern in the momentum-defining counter array, and (c) no pulse in the veto counters which define the r e a r aperture. The lower cutoffs on the pulse heights in the Cherenkov and shower counters a r e chosen to be a s low a s possible, consistent with removing unwanted backgrounds. The detection efficiencies corresponding to the chosen cuts a r e determined from the data. F o r the H, runs, this i s done by observing the complete spectrum of the counter in question for high energy electrons identified with the elastic e-p process. Thus the analysis i s restricted to the prominent peak regions in the electron momentum, proton time-of-flight, and proton hodoscope distributions. A typical shower counter spectrum obtained by this procedure i s shown in Fig. 3(a) .
The above procedure cannot be used f o r the D, runs. So the efficiencies for the D, data a r e obtained by comparison of the Cherenkov and shower counter spectra with those from the H, runs. It is necessary to determine the efficiencies separately for different regions of the momentum bite of the spectrometer a s well a s for different settings of the central momentum. The cuts chosen for the final analysis resulted in efficiencies ranging from 86% to 99% for the Cherenkov count e r and from 76% to 93% for the shower counter. The uncertainty in the combined efficiencies i s l e s s than 3%. The electron's momentum i s determined on the basis of the on-off pattern of the momentum-defining counters. Most of this analysis i s performed by the PDP-1 computer using the general technique described in Ref. 15 The computer can unambiguously assign the momentum bin to 97% of the accepted events. About 86% of the accepted events have perfect patterns (code 00 in the nomenclature of Ref. 15) . A small fraction of the events have patterns which a r e ambiguous o r unrecognizable to the computer. These events a r e either assigned a momentum bin o r rejected on the basis of scanning them by eye. It i s estimated that l e s s than 1% of the good electron events a r e rejected in this process.
B. Background Subtraction
The contributions from electron scattering from the 0.64 mm-thick aluminum end caps of the target were measured in separate empty target runs. The empty-target (ET) background is directly subtracted from the prime data runs. This subtraction amounts to about 4% of the H, c r o s s section.
The elastic e-d scattering contributions a r e subtracted using previously measured deuteron form factors.16.17 This process contributed a t most 0.5%
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to the a r e a under the quasielastic e-d spectrum.
A significant background in the D, runs a r i s e s from the electroproduction of the N*(1238) resonance of pions. The electron momentum spectrum expected for the N * i s calculated using Adler's dispersion theory. '' The Adler c r o s s sections a r e folded with the theoretical radiated quasielastic electron-deuteron spectrum to include the effect of the internal motion of the proton and neutron inside the deuteron, a s well a s radiative corrections. The over-all normalization of the N * spectrum is adjusted at each q2 above 15 F-' to obtain the best fit to the observed momentum spectra. F o r the purpose of correcting the coincidence data, the fractionf, for the N* contribution i s assumed to be independent of E'. Values for this ratio between 0 . 2 and 0 . 3 seem to fit the data well. The systematic e r r o r in the N * subtraction is taken to be + i t s value.
An analysis of samples of the deuterium used in this experiment indicated that the only significant impurity present was (1.5*0.5)% HD. The D, data presented here a r e corrected for this small contamination.
The background contributions arising from the pions a r e determined from special background data runs. The most important type of background run is the reverse field run during which the polarity of the quadrupole magnet is reversed. The reverse field runs measure directly the contamination arising from neutral pions a s well a s from other charge-symmetric backgrounds. The r esponse of the background to the insertion of a thin sheet of lead in front of the spectrometer a s well a s to a variety of other conditions indicates that most of the events measured in the reverse field runs come from neutral pions. The neutral pion contamination in the prime data runs is removed by a direct subtraction of the reverse field run data. This subtraction amounts to 1% to 2% for the D, c r o s s sections and slightly l e s s for H,.
Figure 3 ( b ) shows the effect of the reverse-field subtraction on the shower counter spectrum for D, a t q2 = 29 Fez. At q2 = 29 F-,, where the ratio of charged pions to electrons is about 3 0 : 1 , the contamination from charged pions is estimated from the data to be about 0.5% of the electron rate. The size of the backgrounds from both charged and neut r a l pions determined from the data a r e in substantial agreement with calculations (Ref. ,3) based on the interaction of the charged pions o r y rays (from the neutral pions) with the inside walls of the spectrometer.
Analysis of the H, data uncovers the existence of a background in the form of excess proton anticoincidence events, e$'s. These events remain in the tails of the momentum distribution after the -H, data a r e corrected for the empty-target background and the proton counter efficiency. The proton counter efficiency i s determined from the data in the 4% momentum bite centered on the elastic momentum peak. The excess e7j events amount to about: 3% of the elastic e-p events, independent of q2. They a r e not accounted for by the reversefield measurements since the latter normally a r c less than 1% of the elastic e-p rates. It i s found Ifmi., above the analysis cuts, the Cherenkov and shower counter spectra for the excess e F s a r e the same a s for elastically scattered electrons. Thus it appears that these events a r e caused by high energy electrons. The momentum spectrum of the excess e$'s i s quite flat. All of the above stated properties of the excess e$ events a r e consistent with those expected from eleci.roii scattering f r o m heavy nuclei. Indeed, a crust was observed to build up on the end caps of the target when it was refrigerated. The crust disappeared when the target was warmed up. Since the empty target runs were taken with the target warm, the contribution due to the crust would not be included in the empty target runs. The rate of build-up of the crust observed at the normal pressure of operation t o r r ) would increase the electron counting rate by roughly 0.2% per 8 !I, assuming the density of the crust ta be 1.0 g/cnn3. At this rate the contributions to the prime data runs due to the crust a r e calculated to be 1-pically l e s s than 1% and never more than 2%. A i t h~~~g h the contributions from the observed excess e$'s a r e somewhat larger than these estimates and do not tend to increase with refrigeration time, i t is assumed that this backgroundcan be subtr:i:.tecl from the data using the shape of the empty-Carget data. Thus, the empty-target subtraction i s increased enough to completely remove the excess (4 events from the H z data. The effect of this is to essentially double the size of the empty -target subtraction. The empty-target subtracliorr from the D, data i s similarly increased. The systematic: e r r o r assigned to the reverse-field and extra empty-target subtractions i s h their size.
A further effect found in the H, data is a change in shape of the proton hodoscope distribution a s the electron momentum i s varied. The vertical proton distribution i s used in order to avoid most of the effect of the radiative process on the proton direction. A large part of the correlation between the proton distribution and the measured electron nmment~~rn can be explained in terms of the dependence of the multiple scattering part of the momenlum resobution function on the slope of the electron. Outside a momentum bite of 6% (centered on the elastic peak) and outside a proton vertical angle region of +2" there remain unexplained events after empty-target and reverse-field run subtractions (0.4%) and random corrections (0.2%). These unexplained events amount to about 2% of the elastic e-p events at all qL. Except for the correlation between the proton direction and the electron momentum these events a r e indistinguishable from elastic e-p events. For instance, their shower counter spectra and proton time-of-flight distributions a r e the same a s those for elastic e-p events. It i s concluded that these events a r e associated with the elastic e-p process (possibly outside the correct spectrometer acceptance) and that the effect i s probably the same on D, a s on H,. Since the results presented here a r e given in terms of ratios of D, measurements to H, measurements, this effect should not change the results.
C. Corrections to Data
In this section we list the experimental corrections made to the data. Theoretical "corrections" a r e discussed in Sec. IVD. Throughout the analys i s procedure, the data for each momentum bin a r e handled separately and the distinction between electron events with and without proton coincidences i s maintained. The corrections a r e applied to the data obtained from the computer analysis in the following order:
(a) Cherenkov and shower counter efficiencies a s discussed in Sec. IV A; (b) correction f o r acceptable events whose momentum cannot be assigned by the computer (see Sec. IVA); (c) normalization factors for each run to correct for small deviations from the nominal kinematical running conditions; (d) accidentals correction to proton coincidence events a s determined by a delayed coincidence technique. The randoms probability in the proton triple coincidence i s typically 6%; (e) background subtractions (Sec. IV B) including empty target, reverse field runs, extra empty target and hydrogen contamination in the deuterium;
(f) proton absorption and neutron conversion corrections. The proton absorption probability i s calculated to be (3.0*0.4)% (Ref. 1) essentially independent of q2. This can be measured in the present experiment using the events in the elastic momentum peak in the H z data. The measured absorption probability i s independent of q2, the average over all qZ being (2.2* 0.2)%. The experimentally determined values a r e used to make the corrections to the D z data. The neutron conversion probability is calculated to be (0.3 * 0.l)% and i s also fairly independent of q Z ; (g) normalization factors to convert the data to 
D. Theoretical Calculations
This section deals with the method used to compare theoretical c r o s s sections with the measurements. The procedure on D, s t a r t s with the scattering c r o s s section d 'o/dS2 dE' predicted by a given theory evaluated with a reasonable set of form factors. The radiative corrections a r e applied to this spectrum using a 6-function technique described in Ref. 1; the deficiencies of the Meister and Griffylg formulism already noted in Ref. 1 should be reemphasized. The radiative correction function used in the 6-function technique is taken mainly from Mo and T~a i .~' To include radiation f r o m the proton lines, the Z and Z q e r m s of Meister and Yennie21 a r e multiplied byo,/(o, +on) (since there is no radiation from the neutron lines) and added to the Mo and Tsai correction. The effect of the variation with energy of the elastic e-p matrix element i s properly taken into account in Mo and ~s a i ' s calculation. The physical radiators before and after scattering, 0.0028 and 0.0051 radiation lengths, respectively, a r e easily included in the Mo and Tsai calcul-t' a lon.
The effect of the experimental momentum resolution is included by folding the theoretical radiated spectrum with the resolution function. The resolution function i s represented by the sum of two Gaussian distributions which enables the multiple scattering contribution to more closely follow the plural scattering tails of the distribution than does a single G a u s~i a n .~~ Finally, the doubledifferential c r o s s section measured by each momentum bin of the spectrometer i s obtained by integrating the theoretical spectrum over the momentum bin and dividing by the bin width.
The theoretical momentum spectrum f o r those electrons which have a proton in coincidence i s calculated by integrating d30/dS2 d~'dS2,* over the proton counter aperture. The treatment of this spectrum i s identical to that for the full electron spectrum described above. After the spectra a r e projected onto the momentum bins, the predicted value of the ratio (ep)/e i s calculated for each momentum bin.
The calculation of the Hz momentum spectrum proceeds in a manner similar to that described above. The radiative correction differs slightly in that the full Z and Z2 t e r m s a r e used and the physical radiators before and after scattering a r e 0.0025 and 0.0048 radiation lengths, respectively. Since the radiative corrections a r e included in a similar fashion for both D, and Hz, most uncertainties in the radiative corrections will cancel in taking the ratio of the D, c r o s s sections to those from Hz.
In the present analysis i t i s possible to vary c e rtain parameters which affect the results of the theoretical calculation in order to obtain the best fit to the measured momentum spectra. The parameters which may be varied a r e the over-all normalization of the c r o s s section, the experlmental resolution, the central momentum of the spectrometer, and the normalization of the N * contribution. Only the width of the momentum-independent contribution to the resolution function i s allowed to vary; the multiple scattering contribution i s based on calculation. In practice, the H, data a r e used to determine the resolution and cent r a l momentum parameters. In obtaining the best fit to the D, spectra, these parameters a r e fixed while the normalizations of the quasielastic and the iV * spectra a r e varied.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESUI.1'S
In the following sections we describe the results obtained in the present experiment. In Secs. V A and VB we discuss the electron momentum spectra obtained on hydrogen and deuterium. The values of o,/a, determined from these s~~e c t m using the peak and a r e a methods a r e presented it1 Secs. V C and V D . Section V E describes the rerults of two important tests of the deuteron theory in which the proton coincidence data on deuterium a r e used to predict ap. A third test of the theory is presented in Sec. V F . The values of a,/a, obtained through the proton coincidence method a r e given in Sec . V 6.
A. Electron Momentum Spectra from H1
The hydrogen data serve a s a basic calibration of the apparatus. Resides providing measurements of the elastic e-p c r o s s section o,, the hydrogen data determine several characteristics of the apparatus which a r e important in the a~ialysis of the deuterium data: the mon~entum resoiut~on of the electron spectrometer, tlii momentum s-ale of the spectrometer, and the efficiency of L : L~~ proton detector. Figure 4 shows a typical momentum sprlctrum of electrons scattered from K,, this one at q 2 = 29 F-', 0 = 90 -. The t h e o r~t r c a l histogram shown represents the best fit to the data obtained f t s~: ming the procedure described in Sec. IVD. Tiar " rs to the data at all q2 a r e generally quite good. The measured H, momentum spectra drop essentially to zero above the elastic peak indicating that tne background subtractions described in St'r . IV I3 a r e correct. The observed momentum distributions a r e found to have slightly more events in 
B. Electron Momentum Spectra from D,
The experimental double-differential c r o s s sections obtained on deuterium a r e displayed in Fig.   5 . The e r r o r bars on the experimental points a r e dominated by statistical uncertainties although they also include the 1.6% uncertainty in the relative momentum bin widths. The uncertainty in the over-all normalization, approximately 3%, i s not included. The theoretical curves shown include the effects of the radiative corrections a s well a s the resolution of the spectrometer. The McGee theory shown here does not include FSI corrections. The theory of Renard eZ al. includes FSI corrections, although their meson-exchange term i s excluded (see Sec. 11). The theoretical curves a r e determined by allowing only the normalizations of the quasielastic and inelastic pion production spectra to vary separately to obtain the best fit to the data. The width of the resolution function and the momentum scale of the spectrometer a r e determined by the fits to the Hz data.
It i s observed that the theoretical curves fit the data quite well a t all q2. At low q2 the data tend to follow the spectrum shapes predicted by the theory of Renard et al. somewhat better than those predicted by the McGee theory. This is particularly true in the region above E' = 1.10 E;,,, where FSI have their largest effect on the c r o s s section. As q 2 increases, the difference between these two theories tends to diminish. The calculated shapes of the inelastic pion production (N *) spectra (Sec. IVD) fit the data well. The factors by which the N* spectra predicted by Adler's theory1' a r e multiplied a r e 0.97 k0.05, 1.05 k0.09, and 1.50 k0.16 a t q 2 = 20, 29, and 45 Fm2, respectively. These normalization factors a r e given relative to those for the quasielastic spectra to remove some of the dependence upon the proton and neutron form factors. Below q 2 = 20 F-2, where the data do not include enough of the N * region to allow determination of the normalization factors, they a r e taken to be unity.
C. a, /a, by Peak Method
The data near the peak of the quasielastic momentum spectra have been used to obtain (on + u p ) / up by the peak method. Since the resolution of the electron spectrometer is about one fourth a s wide a s the quasielastic peak, i t i s not possible to meas u r e directly the cross section at the peak. In the present analysis, the cross section a t the peak i s inferred from the relation between the data in the three momentum bins nearest the peak and the theoretical prediction for the number of events in the corresponding momentum bite, ~p / p = 6%. The results of the peak method analysis a r e given in 
effects i s applied separately. The complete radiative corrections to the measured peak c r o s s sections a r e indicated in the Table. The effects of the experimental resolution a r e included in the calculation of the theoretical spectra. The approximate size of the correction for these effects i s listed. The background subtractions a r e discussed in Sec. IVB.
The net e r r o r s presented in Table I1 a r e obtained by adding all sources of e r r o r in quadrature.
The statistical e r r o r s include those involved in making the various background subtractions. The entire beam in the Faraday cup monitor at low energy. The corrections made to the H, data to obtain up a r e also listed in Table 11 . The ratio of the molar densities of hydrogen to deuterium was taken to be 1.153.= Visual observation indicated that bubbling of the target liquid reduced the t a rget density by l e s s than 0.1%.
A comparison can be made between the peak method results obtained in the present experiment and those measured by Hughes et aZ.l3 at the same kinematical conditions. It i s found that there i s general agreement between the two experiments when the data of Hughes et al. a r e analyzed using the same theoretical corrections a s a r e applied to the present measurements (see Sec. VI).
D. a, /a, by Area Method
The experimental objective in the a r e a method is to measure the integral of the double-differential c r o s s section over a s much of the quasielastic spectrum a s possible. The momentum region covered in the present experiment was extended by taking supplementary data runs with the spectrometer's momentum bite shifted by *15% relative to the peak position. The momentum intervals employed in the area method analysis a r e chosen to be a s large a s possible, consistent with keeping the necessary N* subtractions reasonably small. Since the theoretical curves shown in Fig. 5 fit the experimental momentum distributions quite well, however, the a r e a method results a r e insensitive to the choice of the lower momentum cutoff.
The a r e a method results a r e presented in Table  I11 along with an indication of the sizes of the corrections made to the data. The McGee theory without FSI corrections is used to determine (a, +o,)/up from the ratio of the a r e a measured under the quasielastic e -d spectrum to the measured elastic e-p c r o s s section up. Most of the discussion of the background subtraction and e r r o r s involved in the peak method analysis apply equally well here. The 2.0% uncertainty in the full momentum bite of the spectrometer results in a 0.8% uncertainty in (un+up)/ap. This e r r o r i s increased slightly a t the lower q 2 to include inThe values of the proton c r o s s section obtained creased uncertainties in the resolution function, f r o m the D, coincidence data, (a,),,, relative to The elastic e-d subtractions a r e based on previous those measured directly on H,, a,, a r e presented measurements a s discussed in Sec. IIIB.
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in Tables IV and V . The discussion of the correc-E. a, from D, Coincidence Data tions and e r r o r s given in Secs. VC and V D apply equally well to these results. The additional The coincidence taken between the large solid e r r o r s in the proton counter efficiencies and corangle proton detector and the electron spectromrections f o r accidental coincidences have a nege t e r in the present experiment not only allows ligible contribution to these results and have not the measurement of un/a, by means of the proton been listed. The theoretical corrections used here coincidence method, but-also provides three valua r e obtained from the McGee theory without any able tests of the validity of the quasielastic e-d corrections for final-state-interaction effects in theory. We f i r s t take up the discussion of two of order to compare the present results directly with these tests which involve the determination of up those obtained a t 6= 20" by Budnitz e t al. ' This from the electron-proton coincidence events, comparison i s shown in Fig. 6 . The Budnitz data which we term the ep events, observed in the D, have been reduced by 1.0% to correspond to the data. Such a determination i s possible since the same deuteron wave function used in the present proton detector subtends most of the forward peak in the triple-differential c r o s s section d 3a/ d $2 dE1d$2*,, which i s primarily due to the e -p interaction (see Sec. 11). Thus the electron momentum spectrum of the e p events is related to a, in much the same way a s the momentum spectrum of all events i s related to an +a,. The D, coincidence momentum spectrum (d ,u/d0 dE'),,in i s just the integral of the triple-differential c r o s s section over the acceptance of the proton counter. In the present analysis, both the peak and a r e a methods described in the foregoing sections a r e applied to the D, coincidence spectrum to obtain a,.
analysis. Also shown in Fig. 6 a r e the low q Z points at 6 = 20" presented in Appendix B. The present area-method results at 90" a r e consistent with the 20" results within their somewhat larger e r r o r bars. Both s e t s of data suggest that the ratio of the proton c r o s s section derived from the D, measurements, to that measured on Hz i s independent of qZ. The weighted average of (u,),,/a, from q2 = 7 to 45 F-, i s 0.944 * 0.020 a t 90" and 0.926 * 0.005 a t 20" using the a r e a method.
The average of the peak method results a t 0=90° i s 0.966k0.024.
The determination of a, through the use of the
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8 - proton coincidence data involves two distinct a spects of the quasielastic e-d theory: (a) the normalization of the double-differential c r o s s section, and (b) the proper prediction off,, the fraction of events which have a proton in coincidence with the detected electron. It is thought that the failure of the McGee theory to explain the above proton coincidence results is due, in l a r g e part, to the omission of the FSI effects i n the present calculations. F o r example, the -2.0% correction applied to the peak c r o s s sections to take account of FSI would have the effect of increasing by 2.0%. Furthermore, (up)D, would be increased by an additional 2% due to the effect of FSI on fp a t the quasielastic peak if the difference between the values off, predicted by McGee and Renard et al. (with FSI) i s taken to be a measure of this effect. The combination of these two corrections f o r FSI brings the values of for the peak method into line with up measured directly on hydrogen.
L A R G E -A N G L E Q U A S I E L A S T I C E L E C T R O N D E U T E R
It is interesting to note the effect on the above proton coincidence results of using the theory of Renard et al. to analyze the data. Above q 2 = 7 F -2 the use of this theory, without the meson-exchange t e r m , would increase the ratios (u,),~/u, obtained by both the peak and a r e a methods by about 3% a t both 20" and go", while for q 2 = 7 F-2 and below, the increaso would be slightly l a r g e r . Thus, the u s e of this theory would bring the ratios closer to unity, although the more accurate 20" results would still be significantly too low by about 3%. It was pointed out in Sec. I1 that the normalization of the c r o s s sections predicted by the theory of Renard et al. is in question. The normalization discrepancy found between their theory and that of McGee is about 3% and is in such a direction a s to improve the agreement between (up)D2 and up if their normalization were brought into line with ~c G e e ' s . We note in passing that the inclusion of the meson-exchange t e r m would decrease the ratios by about lo& from those obtained with the McGee theory.
F. Variation off, with E'
We now turn o u r attention to the third t e s t of the quasielastic e-d theory afforded by the proton coincidence data. In this test the theory is asked to properly predict the variation of fp a s a function of E', a s f i r s t seen by Budnitz e t a1.l (fp is the fraction of the electron events which p o s s e s s a proton in coincidence with the electron.) Figure  7 shows the experimentally observed dependence off, upon E' a t q 2 = 7 and 10 F-', 0=90°. At the higher q 2 points the data a r e inadequate to show this dependence. The data points shown in Fig. 7 include accidental corrections, background subtractions, and corrections f o r the proton counter efficiency and neutron conversion probability. The e r r o r b a r s a r e dominated by statistical uncertainties. The variation off, with E' depicted i n Fig. 7 is not a s dramatic a s that observed a t 0 = 20" (see Appendix B), partly due to the poor statistical a ccuracy of the data in the momentum regions away f r o m the quasielastic peak. Consequently, much of the following discussion will be based on the more accurate results obtained a t 0= 20".
The theoretical curves displayed in Fig. 7 have been calculated f o r the present experimental situation and may be compared directly with the experimental results. These curves have been scaled
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8 -to match the experimental values off, in the r egion of the quasielastic peak designated by the brackets i n the figure. This renormalization of the c u r v e s corresponds to a change i n the value of a, used in the theoretical calculation and is the b a s i s of the proton coincidence method f o r d e t e rmining (a, +ap)/o,. It is observed that the McGee theory without FSI does not predict the experimentally observed dependence off, upon E'. It was a l s o found that the use of the McGee theory led to i n c o r r e c t values of (o,)~,. It is unlikely, therefore, that the McGee theory can be relied upon to i n t e r p r e t the proton coincidence data i n t e r m s of (a, +a,)/u,. On the o t h e r hand, the theory of What is important h e r e is that the theory properly predict the shape of the proton distribution in the c.m. of the final neutron-proton s y s t e m (see Fig.   1 ). It a p p e a r s , therefore, that the theory of Renard et al. may be adequate to i n t e r p r e t to meas u r e d values off, i n t e r m s of (a, +a,)/up, i.e., it may be used in the proton coincidence method.
In o r d e r to allow the comparison of future theoretical calculations with the r e s u l t s of the p r e s e n t experiment, the effective cone angles subtended by the proton counters a t q 2 = 7 and 10 a r e listed in Table VI a s a function of E'. If a theoretical calcuration of the fraction f, is c a r r i e d out using the effective laboratory angles, the r e s u l t will be very nearly the s a m e a s that obtained f r o m a complete calculation including the details of the experimental setup. T h e s e effective angles do not inclztde, however, the effects of the momentum resolution and radiative corrections which must be included separately f o r an accurate comparison with the data. The effective cone angles f o r the momentum bites used i n obtaining the p r oton coincidence method r e s u l t s a r e 19.3", 16.5", 9.43", and 6 . 7 3 " a t q 2 = 15, 20, 28.8, and 45 F-2, respectively.
vs E' (a) at q2 -7 F-' and (b) at q2 = I 0 IT2; both for 6 =9O0.
shown. The brackets indicate the momentum bite used The values of (a, +a,)/o, obtained by the proton coincidence method using the values off, measured near the quasielastic peak a r e listed in Table VII . The results a r e quoted using the theor i e s of both McGee and Renard et al. to interpret the data. Above q2 = 15 F-' the correction factor of Renard et al. i s taken to be a constant 2.3% larger than the McGee factor, a s observed a t q Z = 10 and 15 Fd2. This i s reasonable since the effects of FSI a r e thought to be fairly constant above q 2 = 10 F-2. Also, i t i s found that the correction factors a r e somewhat independent of w * , the c.m. polar angle of the outgoing proton.
The experimental corrections listed in Table VII have been discussed in Sec. IV. The statistical e r r o r s listed include the statistical uncertainties in the background subtractions and in the determination of the randoms probability. The systematic uncertainties in the background, which a r e listed separately, a r e found by assuming a n independent e r r o r in both the electron-proton coincidence and anticoincidence background contributions equal to $ their magnitude. The e r r o r s in the proton counter efficiencies a r i s e from the statistical uncertainties in the H z from which they a r e determined. The systematic uncertainty in the correction for accidental coincidences i s taken to be & the randoms probability.
A comparison between the values of a,/o, obtained by the three different methods employed in the present experiment is shown in Fig. 8 . The e r r o r b a r s shown a r e the full e r r o r s quoted in Tables 11, 111 , and VII. These e r r o r b a r s a r e somewhat larger than appropriate for a comparison between the different methods since there i s a correlation between the uncertainties ascribed to each method. This correlation is most evident between the peak and area methods a s the peak method makes use of a subset of the deuterium data employed in the a r e a method. Furthermore, in both methods, the D, c r o s s sections a r e normalized to the s a m e H z c r o s s sections. These comments aside, there is good agreement between the values of (0, +u,)/a, obtained by the different methods on the 4% level. This agreement indicates that the theoretical treatments applied to the three methods used here a r e consistent with each other. This conclusion is strengthened by the 20" results presented in Appendix B since when the same theoretical treatment is used to analyze the 20" data, the values of (on +u,)/up obtained by the a r e a and proton coincidence methods agree within 2% e r r o r bars. Figure 9 shows a comparison between the values of a,/up obtained here and those obtained from previous quasielastic e-d measurements at q2 = 10 and 30 F-'. In order to provide a consistent basis of interpretation for the present comparison, a s well a s for the determination of the neutron form factors, the results from previous experiments have been analyzed using the theoretical treatment described in the present work. The measurements considered and the corrections applied to them a r e the following:
VI. NEUTRON FORM FACTORS
(a) Budnitz e t al. ' have made measurements using the a r e a and proton coincidence methods. Their values of (a, +a,)/u, from the a r e a method have been multiplied by 0.990 to correspond to the slightly different deuteron wave functions used in the present work (see Sec. IIA), and those obtained by the proton coincidence method have been multiplied by 0.977 above q2 = 7 F S 2 to conform to the corrections given by the theory of Renard e t al. (at q 2 = 7 F-2 the correction factor i s 0.972).
(b) Bartel e t ~1 .~~. 25 have employed the neutronproton coincidence method which should be insensitive to FSI effects. Indeed, the theory of Renard et al. predicts the correction to a,/o, to be l e s s than 1°/O. No corrections have been made to these data.
(c) Stein et al. 26 also used the neutron-proton coincidence method but quote a fairly large systematic e r r o r common to all points (9%). In order to reduce this over -all normalization e r r o r , their values of a,/o, have been reduced by 5% to bring their results at q 2 = 14.5 F-2, @ = 35O more into line with Bartel's result and their systematic e r r o r has been reduced to 7%.
(d) Albrecht e l aL2' have made peak method meas u r e m e~i t s at high q k o s t l y at 8 = 48". Their correction factors to obtain (a, +op)/ap a r e only 0.6% higher than our theoretical treatment would predict. No corrections have been applied to their results.
(e) Galster e t al.28 have used the proton coincidence method using the McGee theory without FSI. Their values of (a, +a,)/o, have been reduced by 2% to convert to the theory of Renard et al.
(f) Hughes e t al.13 have made extensive low-q2 measurements using the peak method. Their values of (a, +u,)/o, have been reduced by about 5% to correspond to the theoretical corrections applied to our peak-method results. This rather large correction may be accounted for a s follows: Hughes et al. s t a r t with Durand's expression [ E q .
(84), Ref. 71 for peak c r o s s section, which is already 2% below ours (chiefly due to a difference in the triplet effective range assumed). To change to D-state probability of 7% from Durand's 5%, Hughes e t a l , reduce the c r o s s section by 2% (twice a s much a s such a change in P, actually produces in the peak c r o s s section). Finally, they reduce the cross section by about 1% to include the effect of final-state interactions (already included in ~u r a n d ' s expression).
(g) Akerlof et UZ.~' made measurements of peak c r o s s sections a t large angles. Since their e r r o r bars a r e much larger than the few percent difference between their theoretical corrections and ancy with the more recent measurements for 0 less than 90" and at small q2, all of their results have been ignored in the present form-factor analysis. We can offer no explanation for the observed discrepancies.
The neutron form factors G , and G,, have been determined from the available quasielastic e-d measurements. The form factors a r e determined from the elastic e-n scattering sections on by fitting the measured angular dependence of u, at fixed q2 to the Rosenbluth formulalo using a leastsquares fitting procedure. For this purpose the u,/up ratios a r e multiplied by the values of up implied by the recent compilation of the proton form factors made by Price et al.' All of the quasielastic e-d measurements mentioned above
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a r e included in the fitting procedure with the exception of the data presented by Hughes et al. (for the reasons already stated). The recent measurements of Bartel el a1. 25 a t high q2 also a r e not included in the present analysis since they stand on their own. Instead, we use their form factors a s a basis of comparison with the present results. In order to avoid giving the proton coincidence method data undue weight, an estimated 1.5% theoretical e r r o r in (u, +ap)/ap i s added in quadrature with the generally small experimental e r r o r s . No theoretical uncertainty is included in the results obtained by other methods since the experimental uncertainties a r e generally somewhat larger than the theoretical uncertainties involved.
The neutron form factors obtained a r e listed in Table VIII indicate that there may be small deviations from It has been shown that the theory of Renard e t al., the scaling law, but not a s large a s the deviations which includes the effects of final state interacobserved in the corresponding "scaling law" for tions (FSI), satisfactorily predicts certain aspects the proton form factors, ' of the behavior of the proton coincidence data, whereas the theory of McGee without FSI does not. (4) However, the normalization of the cross sections
-
The values of GEn2 obtained in the present analysis a r e positive at all q2. This i s in contrast to most previous analyses1' l3 ' 2 4 ' Z 6 of quasielastic e-d data which have obtained negative values of GEn2, which i s , of course, physically untenable.
The usual approach in these cases has been to set GEn = 0. It i s known from experiments involving the scattering of thermal neutrons from noble gases, however, that although G, = O at q2 = 0, G,, has a positive slope there.30 Furthermore, when the relativistic corrections of Casper and Gross31 a r e applied to elastic e-d scattering meas u r e m e n t~,~' the values of GEn obtained below q 2 = 3 F-2 a r e consistent with the thermal neutron measurement of the slope at q 2 = 0 . It seems unlikely, therefore, that GEn i s truly equal to zero in the moderate range of q 2 covered in the present experiment. What must be answered experimentally is: How small i s GEn?
In the quasielastic e-d experiments used in the present analysis, i t i s GEn2 which is linearly r elated to the experimental quantities, not G,,. Therefore the e r r o r bars drawn in Fig. 11 a r e related to a normal e r r o r distribution in the usual manner. If we omit the anomalously high point a t q 2 = 20 F-', the remaining data points a r e insufficient to conclude definitely that G, + 0, although there is some tendency to indicate this. The data a r e consistent with either of the following relations which have roughly the proper slope a t q 2 = 0 : GEn = -7GMn o r GEn = [ -~/ ( l +'IT)] G~, , (suggested by Budnitz e t a1 . I ) , where T = q2/4 M,'. The latter expression, which i s slightly preferred by the present results, is reasonably consistent with the elastic e-d results.32
The variation of un/o, with B implied by the presently obtained neutron form factors a t q 2 = 10 and 30 F-2 is shown in Fig. 9 . It is interesting to observe the effect of setting G, , = 0 on the variation of u,/o,. The curves which result when G, , is assumed to be zero, i.e., G, , is the only variable in fitting procedure, a r e shown in Fig. 9 . There is only a small change in the curves when G, , i s set equal to zero. This i s the reason i t is difficult to measure GEn. It is observed that no single measurement of o,/up made a t large 0 has sufficient accuracy to distinguish between zero and nonzero values of G,, ' , with the possible exception of the recent results of Bartel e t ~1 . '~ given by their theory a s well a s the validity of some of their additional small terms, notably the meson-exchange t e r m s , a r e in question. Thus, while the theory of Renard e t al. may be used in the proton coincidence method analysis to obtain g,/o,, i t probably should not be used in the peak o r a r e a method analyses. F o r the latter two methods, which involve measurements of the electron only, i t seems reasonable to use McGee' s theory along with corrections for the effects of FSI. F u rther theoretical calculations a r e to be encouraged in order to resolve the discrepancies between these two theories.
Form factor fits to the existing quasielastic electron-deuteron data have resulted in values for G, which a r e slightly below the "scaling law" relation and generally positive values of GEn2.
The existing data tend to indicate that GEn + 0, although not conclusively. It is apparent that in order to conclusively show GEn is nonzero through quasielastic e-d measurements, further experiments with even better precision than that obtained recently by Bartel e t al. (about 5% in u,/op) will be needed. This is true at all q 2 and for all 8. To avoid significant theoretical uncertainties, such experiments should employ the neutron-proton coincidence method. (az + 1)
In the above expressions arccota ranges from 0 to i n .
The integration over the c.m. angle w* has been done for the S state. Using for k the laboratory momentum of the spectator nucleon k,: where Y,=% y2=P, y3=2P, y 4 = a + P , and y*= (1 -P *~) -~/ Z , P*c=velocity of the c.m. system with respect to the laboratory frame, En = (M,'+ kn2)'I2= total energy of neutron in the laboratory, p* = c.m. nucleon momentum. The I's are:
where E , , , is the neutron energy in the laboratory at w*,,, and E corresponds to w* = 0. The integration over all w* is obtained by setting Em,, equal to E n , corresponding to w*= 180". This gives the S-state contribution to the double-differential cross section.
APPENDIX B
Additional data runs were taken a t 8 = 20" for q2 = 5 amd 7 F-'. These runs were taken to verify and extend the low-q2 measurements made by Budnitz et al. ' The basic apparatus used in these runs was the same a s that used by Budnitz and by Goitein et aZ.15 However, several improvements were made in the apparatus a s described below. The results obtained from these measurements essentially agree with those obtained by Budnitz. It is found that the theory of Renard et ~1 .~ satisfactorily explains the proton coincidence results, whereas the McGee theory4 without final-state interactions (FSI) does not.
The following improvements were made to the setup used by Budnitz:
(a) The electron momentum resolution was improved by limiting the electron acceptance to the steeper rays and by use of the upper trajectory through the quadrupole instead of the lower one. The FWHM resolution was thus decreased from 2.7% to 1.6% a t q 2 = 7 F-2.
(b) The proton spatial resolution was improved, particularly in the hodoscope, by eliminating the thin lead shielding placed in front of the proton detectors by Budnitz. Instead, a wide aperture magnet was used to reduce charged-particle backgrounds.
(c) The elimination of the lead absorber in front of the proton counters also reduced the size of the necessary corrections for proton absorption and neutron conversion.
(d) Improvements were made in the proton coincidence circuitry which allowed their operation a t higher randoms probabilities, and hence allowed higher data-taking rates.
(e) At q2 = 7 F-' the recoil deuteron from the elastic e-d scattering process was detected in a small counter placed in front of the proton count e r s .
(f) Background runs were taken with a lead sheet about three radiation lengths thick in front of the quadrupole magnet. These runs showed that there was negligible contamination from charged pions.
In order to make use of a magnet instead of the lead absorber used by Budnitz to reduce the rates in the proton counters, the size of the solid angle subtended by the proton counters was made slightly smaller than that subtended by the Budnitz setup. This reduction in solid angle slightly increases the size of the theoretical corrections; the change to the correction to f, given by the McGee theory without FSI increases from 1.009 to 1.012 a t q 2 = 7 I?-'. This i s not a significant problem compared with the size of the corrections which appear to a r i s e from FSI. Another small difference existed because the edge of the proton detector was defined by lead instead of the edge of a scintillator.
This has a negligible effect on f,, however, since the fraction of quasielastic events with either a proton o r neutron in the angular region near the edge of the detector i s extremely small.
A study of the hodoscope data taken on D, indicated a substantial Hz contamination in the target amounting to about 4.7%. Unfortunately this contamination was discovered after the D2 used in the data runs was disposed of. Consequently the Hz contamination could not be substantiated by direct analysis of the gas. The hodoscope data, however, provide very good evidence for the presence of this contamination and allow us to determine i t s magnitude to better than $ of its amount.
The analysis of the 20" data proceeded in a manner similar to that for the 90" data described in the body of this paper. Only slight modifications to the computer programs were necessary to change the specifications of the electron spectrometer.
The momentum spectra of the scattered electrons obtained on hydrogen a r e found to agree well with fits of the type described in Sec. IVD. The measured spectra drop cleanly to zero above the elastic peak indicating the absence of background in that region.
The momentum spectrum measured on deuterium a t q 2 = 7 F-2 1s . shown in Fig. 12 . In obtaining the theoretical fits shown, only the normalization i s allowed to vary. The momentum scale is determined by the elastic e -p peak measured on hydrogen. The theory of Renard et al. i s seen to follow the data more closely than does the theory of McGee, a s was observed also a t 9 = 90'. It should be pointed FIG. 12. Scattered electron momentum spectrum from deuterium at q 2 = 7 F -~, 6 =20°. The theoretical curves predicted by McGee (solid lines) and Renard et a l .
(dashed line) include the contribution from the elastic e-d process, which i s also shown separately.
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out, however, that the resolution function contributes substantially to the shape of the distribution here so that this does not provide a good test of the theory. Budnitz et a1.l found that their measured momentum distribution a t q 2 = 7 F-, was narrower than predicted by the McGee theory after being folded with their considerably wider resolution function. This discrepancy does not appear in the present data. Good agreement with the momentum spectrum on D, at q2 = 5 F-= can only be obtained after the theoretical distributions a r e shifted by about 0.79;; in E' relative to the elastic peak from Hz. It i s thought that this shift in the momentum spectrum which was measured for the upper trajectory through the quadrupole, was produced by a slight (0.5 mm) displacement in the vertical position of the beam between the Hz and D2 runs. Unfortunately the spectrum for the lower trajectory, for which such a displacement in beam position would result in a shift in the opposite Fig. 12 . Its contribution i s calculated on the basis of previous measurements of the deuteron form factors.le At q 2 = 7 FW2 where the recoil deuteron was detected in coincidence with the scattered electron, the measured contribution to within about 20%. Figure 13 shows the experimentally measured variation of the fraction of the electron events with a proton coincidence f, with E'/E;,,, at q 2 = 5 and 7 Fm2. The comments in Sec. V F apply equally well to this figure. The effective cone angles subtended by the proton counters a r e given in Table  IX (see Sec. V F). The observed variation of f, with E' i s in agreement with that observed by Budnitz et a1.l The theoretical curves shown include the effects of the experimental setup and thus may be directly compared with the experimental results. The theoretical curves at q2 = 5 Fm2 have been offset by 0.7% in E f to correspond to the offset observed in the momentum spectrum. It i s seen that the Renard theory predicts a variation off, with E' which follows the data much more closely than that predicted by the McGee theory, especially at values of E' which l i e above the quasielastic peak. This agreement i s also observed at 8 = 90" and is thought to be partially due to the inclusion of FSI in the Renard theory. The McGee theory used here does not include FSI effects (Sec. IIA). It appears that the Renard theory adequately explains these proton coinci- The proton coincidence data on D, have been used to determine up a s described in Sec. VE. The values of ( U~)~~/ U , obtained by the area method a r e given in Table X . A discussion of the entries in this table is given in Sec. VE. The McGee theory without FSI is used to make the theoretical corrections. No subtractions a r e necessary for the reverse-field and empty-target backgrounds. The excess ep events observed in the Hz runs at 90" a r e found to be essentially nonexistent at 20"; at q 2 = 7 F '~ the excess e p s a r e determined to be (0.01 *0.16)%, o r a r e consistent with zero. The e r r o r in the elastic e-d subtraction is assigned to be $ of its magnitude. The uncertainties in the Cherenkov and shower counter efficiencies a r e negligible and are not listed in Table X . The final result at q 2 = 7 F-2 i s in agreement with that obtained by Budnitz et al.': 0.910 i 0 . 0 0 8 (after multiplying their value by 0.990 to correct for the new deuteron wave functions used here). The result at q 2 = 5 F-2 is essentially the same. The interpretation of these results in terms of the appropriate theory to analyze the proton coincidence data was discussed in Sec. V E.
The peak method has also been used to analyze the proton coincidence data to obtain ( U , )~, / O~. Using the McGee theory with no corrections for FSI effects yields 0.953 k0.050 at q 2 = 7 F-'. The The values of (0, +up)/up obtained by the a r e a method and by the proton coincidence method a r e presented in Tables XI and XII. The analysis of the data proceeds along the same lines a s discussed in Secs. V D and VG, respectively. The McGee theory is used in the a r e a method with no correction for FSI. The result at q 2 = 7 F-2 is in At q 2 = 5 F -~ the a r e a method result a g r e e s with the value of a,/uP = 0.152 given by the "scaling law," and G, , = rG,,/(l+ 4~) , which should be a good representation of the f o r m factors for s m a l l q 2 . The value obtained by the proton coincidence method is almost two standard deviations higher than this, however. This may be an indication of a breakdown in the proton coincidence method a t low q 2 , even when the theory of Renard et 01, is used to interpret the proton coincidence data.
The values of (a, +ap)/a, a t q 2 = 4.6 F-' of Hughes et aE.13 have been decreased by 4.3% to correspond to the theoretical interpretation used in the present work, and have been increased by about 0.005 to change to q" 5 FF-2 for comparison with the present results. It is found that the data of Hughes et al. a r e inconsistent with the present results and diverge f r o m a reasonable form-fact o r fit a s 0 approaches zero in much the s a m e way as is shown in Fig. 9 (a) f o r q 2 = 10 F-'. Unfortunately, no other data exist f o r l a r g e values of 0 , s o it is not possible to perform a fit to extract the neutron f o r m factors.
